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Introduction‧ 
History of Establishing 
National Trail System in 
Taiwan 
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The Republic of China (Taiwan) is situated Asia in the Northern 
Hemisphere – a beautiful mountainous island country!  



Taiwan has a diverse and complex topography, with a vertical 
rise of nearly 4,000 meters on an island with a horizontal width 
of less than 100 kilometers. Taiwan is known all over the world 
as an alpine island filled with towering mountains.  



The island’s mountains form five major ridgelines, or ranges: Central 
Mountain Range, Xueshan Mountain Range, Yushan Mountain Range, 
Alishan Mountain Range, and East Coastal Mountain Ranges. The ridges 
are studded with more than 260 peaks that rise above 3,000 meters.  
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The five mountain ranges all have a north-south orientation. They form the 
veins of the island’s geographic space; together they nurture its forest 
ecologies and river systems, providing  an inexhaustible supply of natural 
resources to the people who live in Taiwan’s cities and countryside.  



In January of 2001, the Council for Economic Planning and 
Development called a conference on the development of a 
nation-wide system of hiking trails. The conference resolved to 
have the Forestry Bureau plan and integrate trails in national 
parks, national scenic areas, and forest recreation areas, and 
establish a nation-wide system of hiking trails.  

Existing Trails Length 
(km) Management Agencies 

Trails in 8 national parks 806.4 Construction and Planning 
Agency, Ministry of the Interior 

Trails in 13 national scenic 
areas 162.0 

Tourism Bureau, Ministry of 
Transportation and 
Communications 

Trails in 22 national forest 
recreation areas 146.9 

Forestry Bureau, Council of 
Agriculture, Veterans Affairs 
council, National Taiwan 
University/National Chung Hsing 
University experimental forests 

Existing hiking, recreational, 
and historic trails in national 
forests 

3,064.4 Forestry Bureau, Council of 
Agriculture 

Suburban mountain trails 1,457.2 County and city governments  
Riverine, coastal, and 
regional drainage canal trails  117.6 Water Resources Agency, 

Ministry of Economic Affairs 
Total 5,754.5   

‧Statistics on Taiwan’s existing trails： 
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‧ Concepts for the planning and development of 
the national trail system： 

Use of the environmental features of the trail system as the base. 

Consideration of overall construction in terms of five major infrastructure 
aspects: metropolitan living circles, major transportation lines, transfer 
stations, approach roads, and trails.  

Linking with nearby outdoor recreation systems (national forest 
recreation areas, national parks, national scenic areas, national trails, 
recreation sites, and tour routes). 

Integration of diverse travel modes, such as bikeways, railways, and 
scenic roads, in the development of nature and leisure networks adjacent 
to metropolitan living circles. 

Use of existing locations such as visitor centers, travel service stations, 
and schools to provide trail information, and strengthening of software 
facilities at transfer stations in nearby communities and tribal villages. 

In 2004 the Forestry Bureau collected and compiled the 
opinions of experts and scholars in the fields of hiking, 
tourism, nature conservation, geographic landscapes, and 
historic trails. Then it formulated a definition for and 
promotional aspects of a system of national trails. 
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National Trail System of 14 ： 
A. Central Mountain Range Ridge National 

Trail System 
B. Yangmingshan National Park Trail System 
C. Tamsui-Yilan－Northeast Coast National 

Trail System 
D. Mt. Chatian National Trail System 
E. Syakaro-Luchang Ridges National Trail 

System 
F. Su’ao-Hualien, Biyahao National Trail 

System 
G. Mt. Xue Peaks National Trail System 
H. Hehuan-Nenggao Cross-Ridge National 

Trail System 
I. Guanmen National Trail System 
J. Coastal Mountain Range National Trail 

System 
K. Alishan National Trail System 
L. Mt. Jade Transverse Trail System 
M. Guanshan-Neibenlu Cross-Ridge National 

Trail System 
N. Southern Taiwan National Trail System 10 10 10 
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2011 

A “Ten-year Round Table Forum on National Trail 
System” was held and a “Ten-year Advanced Trail 
Plan” was proposed, with year-by-year planning 
and the promotion of ecotourism activities. 

2004 

A definition and promotional aspects of a national 
trail system were formulated. 

2001 
A Conference on the Development of a Nation-wide 
System of Hiking Trails, held in January, resolved to 
establish a nation-wide hiking trail system.  

2013 

A “National Trail Ecotourism Development Strategy 
and Overall Planning” project was held in 
November to serve as a demonstration example for 
the promotion of ecotourism on national trails.  



‧Provision of an in-depth experience of 
environmental characteristics for 
participating travelers. 

‧Travelers should become positive 
contributors to environmental protection. 

‧Payback to local areas with maximum 
economic benefit. 

‧Targeting the establishment of a set of 
economic management systems 
suitable to local areas. 

‧Environmental impact should be 
minimized, with no damage to the 
natural environment and 
maintenance of ecological 
sustainability. 

‧Treatment of local cultures with 
utmost respect. 
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2 Methods‧ 
Key Points in the Promotion of 
Ecotourism on the Nenggao 
Cross-Ridge National Trail 
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Step 

Surveying and pinpointing of eco-
tour resources of trails and 
surrounding tribal communities. 

1 Step 

Investigation of stakeholders in 
surrounding tribal communities, and 
establishment of partnerships.  

2 

Step 

Eco-tour itinerary planning for the 
Nenggao Cross-Ridge National 
Trail , and empowerment guidance. 

3 Step 

Demonstration of and establishment of 
mechanism for ecotourism on the 
Nenggao Cross-Ridge National Trail.  
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1. Use of local visits and discussions to reach a 
consensus with local opinion leaders and 
related stakeholders; formulation of partnership 
agreements and an “Eco-tour Demonstration 
and Guidance Plan for the Nenggao Cross-
Ridge National Trail” . 
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2. Establishment of a Nenggao Cross-Ridge National Trail Ecotourism 
Preparatory and Promotion Alliance to serve as a common platform for the 
development of ecotourism by three villages and six tribal settlements. 

Interaction and learning through empowerment 
courses for surrounding tribal communities. 

Itinerary Planning and 

Guide/Interpretation Division 
Lodging and F&B Division 

Mountain-climbing Services 

Division 

Marketing and Service Quality 

Management Division 

Environmental Patrol Management 

Division 

Provision of external marketing, 
traveler reception window, and 
traveler suggestion handling services. 

Management of routine 
environmental patrols along eco-
tour routes, and disaster reporting . 

Nantou Forest District Office 
+ Ren’ai Township Office 
/Professional learning and 
empowerment consultant + 
Project partner groups 

Local development consultant 
+ Community and tribal 
village opinion leaders 

Nenggao Cross-Ridge 

National Trail Ecotourism 

Preparatory and Promotion 

Alliance 

1. Provision of suitable 
lodging environments and 
services that have special 
environmental features. 

2. Provision of dining 
environments featuring 
local culinary cultures and 
cuisines. 

1. Consolidation of special 
resources and itinerary 
planning for the 
ecotourism industry. 

2. Provision of ecotourism 
itineraries and 
guide/interpretation 
services. 

1. Instilling of mountain-
climbing guide, 
interpreter, and other 
professional capabilities. 

2. Provision of mountain-
climbing recreation and 
risk-management 
services. 
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3. Instilling of a knowledge of 
ecotourism in the minds of 
tribal community partners 
through the planning and 
execution of empowerment 
courses; and, through core 
group meetings and alliance 
conferences, discussion and 
resolution of matters 
regarding the promotion of 
ecotourism as well as 
formation of a consensus 
among tribal residents. 
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 Visits to Tribal Elders  

Site Inspections 

Pre-departure Explanations 
and Seminars 

Study Group Simulation Exercises 

Trial Itinerary Exercises 

4. Use of visits to tribal elders and site inspections, 
study group simulation exercises, pre-departure 
explanations and seminars, and trial itinerary 
exercises and other advanced courses to carry 
out itinerary operations. 



3 Promotion‧ 
Results of the Development of 
Ecotourism on the Nenggao 
Cross-Ridge National Trail 
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Geological and topographical 
features of the Nenggao Cross-

Ridge National Trail (Eastern Section) 

A view of Wushe, Lushan, and Great 
Mt. Shoucheng     

A distant view of Mt. Nenggao 
Main Peak and Mt. Kahe’er Rubble slope    

The andscape along the trail 

Sunset over a sea of clouds, 
seen from Tianchi Villa 

Mountain view with the 
Mt. Qilai peaks    

1. Compilation of information on the geography, climate, 
landscapes, animal and plant ecologies, and other 
natural resources along the Nenggao Cross-Ridge 
National Trail, as well as on the trail’s history, major 
historical incidents of the Seediq tribe, the tribe’s 
village life and culture, and other unique cultural 
resources. 
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‧Chunyang Village：Alang Snuwil、Turuwan 
‧Jingying Village：Alang Buwarung、Mahebo 
‧Duda Village：Toda、Ruku Daya 

2. Surveying overall environmental conditions and 
social organization of tribal communities around 
the Nenggao Cross-Ridge National Trail. 



3. Offering of basic training courses 
in ecotourism concepts, trail 
environmental resources, 
sustainable community 
development know-how, 
interpretation skills, mountain-
climbing concepts and basic skills, 
emergency rescue capabilities, 
and traditional tribal culture. 
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4. Selection of 31 ecological guides and use of such methods as 
ecotourism trial itinerary exercises and study group simulation 
exercises to carry out interpreter training. 
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5. Offering of basic training courses in ecotourism 
concepts, trail environmental resources, 
sustainable community development know-how, 
interpretation skills, mountain-climbing 
concepts and basic skills, emergency rescue 
capabilities, and traditional tribal culture. 
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6. Assistance for residents of tribal communities 
in carrying out environmental improvement 
and atmosphere creation, as well as in 
preliminary trail improvement concepts. 



26  Record of  three days ecotourism itineraries  (Tribal Villages & Trail) 

7. Planning for three days (tribal villages and trail) 
and two days (tribal village) Nenggao Cross-Ridge 
National Trail ecotourism itineraries, and collation 
of key interpretation points for major sites. Further 
adjustment of itinerary details and smoothing of 
itinerary flow through the actual holding of 
activities and questionnaire survey analysis. 
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 Record of  three days ecotourism itineraries  (Tribal Villages & Trail) 
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 Record of  three days ecotourism itineraries  (Tribal Villages & Trail) 
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 Record of  two days  ecotourism itineraries  (Tribal Villages) 
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 Record of  two days ecotourism itineraries  (Tribal Villages) 
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 Record of  two days ecotourism itineraries  (Tribal Villages) 



Mt. Nenggao 
Main Peak 

Chinese Hemlock 

Representative 
Seediq tribal 
patterns (eyes of 
ancestral spirits)  

Mt. Kahe’er 

8. Selection of two major representative images, 
a “Nenggao Cross-Ridge Environmental 
Image” and “Seediq Culture Image,” and 
design of a “Nenggao Cross-Ridge National 
Trail Ecotourism Preparatory and Promotion 
Alliance” logo.  
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‧Design of ecotourism promotional materials： 
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9. Compilation of a “Nenggao Cross-
Ridge Ecotourism Interpretative Guide 
Manual” for distribution to future tour 
participants, giving them a preliminary 
understanding of the historical 
background and landscape resources 
of the Nenggao Cross-Ridge National 
Trail.  
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 (1) Cleaning and maintenance of tribal 
communities and the trail environment.    

 (2) Tour route and trail route safety monitoring, 
and disaster reporting (falling rocks, 
landslides, etc.). 

 (3) Animal monitoring and phonological surveying. 
 (4) Trail route facility damage reporting. 

10. Establishment of an ecotourism payback 
mechanism.  

‧Payback via environmental patrols： 

‧Payback and use of empowerment and 
conservation fund： 
The empowerment and conservation fund can be 
collected from each eco-tour guide, food and 
beverage operator, lodging provider, shuttle 
operator, and experience activity operator, with a 
specific amount collected for the fund according to 
the number of groups handled annually (3% for 
1~20 groups, 5% for 21~50 groups, 7% for more 
than 50 groups). This will be handled via the single-
window method. 



Taiwan is rich in unique environmental features, and our aim is to 
welcome friends from all over the world to experience our high 
mountains, forests, prairies, streams, lakes, seas, wetlands, plains, 
and other types of ecological and scenic beauties.  



Looking at Taiwan’s majestic river landscape from the air. 



Reading the sonata composed of Taiwan’s intersecting mountain, 
sea, and stream from the air.  



The End 
 

Your comments and suggestions are welcome.  
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